Abstract-Separating and labeling each instance of a nucleus (instance-aware segmentation) is the key challenge in segmenting single cell nuclei on fluorescence microscopy images. Deep Neural Networks can learn the implicit transformation of a nuclear image into a probability map indicating the class membership of each pixel (nucleus or background), but the use of post-processing steps to turn the probability map into a labeled object mask is error-prone. This especially accounts for nuclear images of tissue sections and nuclear images across varying tissue preparations. In this work, we aim to evaluate the performance of state-of-theart deep learning architectures to segment nuclei in fluorescence images of various tissue origins and sample preparation types without post-processing. We compare architectures that operate on pixel to pixel translation and an architecture that operates on object detection and subsequent locally applied segmentation. In addition, we propose a novel strategy to create artificial images to extend the training set. We evaluate the influence of ground truth annotation quality, image scale and segmentation complexity on segmentation performance. Results show that three out of four deep learning architectures (U-Net, U-Net with ResNet34 backbone, Mask R-CNN) can segment fluorescent nuclear images on most of the sample preparation types and tissue origins with satisfactory segmentation performance. Mask R-CNN, an architecture designed to address instance aware segmentation tasks, outperforms other architectures. Equal nuclear mean size, consistent nuclear annotations and the use of artificially generated images result in overall acceptable precision and recall across different tissues and sample preparation types.
INTRODUCTION

M
ICROSCOPY has become a powerful tool to gain insights into cellular or sub-cellular structures by visualizing cellular compartments such as the nucleus, the cytoplasm, sub-cellular appearance of proteins or DNA elements [1] . By using automated microscopes and by applying image analysis workflows, quantitative results can be generated at the single cell level. These allow the detection of even subtle biological changes while taking advantage of the statistical power of analyzing thousands of cells. The main sites of operation for quantitative microscopy analysis are pathology departments and diagnostic laboratories. In addition, quantitative microscopy techniques are applied and refined in research laboratories. While pathology departments routinely use Hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) histological or immunohistochemical (IHC) stainings, research laboratories mainly rely on immunofluorescence (IF) stainings. This is because up to 90 or more (sub-)cellular compartments can be visualized simultaneously using multiplex-IF staining techniques and epifluorescence microscopy. This provides a substantial gain of information compared to the visualization of two to three cellular characteristics when using H&E or IHC stainings and brightfield microscopy. While pathology departments mainly rely on tissue sections to diagnose disease type and grade or stage of cancer [2] , [3] , research laboratories frequently use additional tissue preparations such as cell lines grown on or cytospinned to microscopy glass slides, bone marrow cytospins or tumor touch imprints. Regardless of the tissue origin or type of sample preparation, quantitative, microscopy based image analysis workflows generally consist of the following steps: sample preparation, microscopy image acquisition, nuclear and/or cytoplasmic image segmentation, feature extraction and cell population analysis. Each step within such a workflow can have a significant impact on quantification and thus, on interpretation of experiments [4] . A prerequisite that also depicts a bottleneck in automated quantitative microscopy is to obtain a satisfactory nuclear image segmentation accuracy. To generate quantitative analysis results at the single cell level, segmentation algorithms must segment each nucleus instance. Such algorithms are frequently called instance segmentation or instance aware segmentation algorithms. Inaccurate image segmentation, frequently caused by tightly aggregated nuclei that cannot be separated by the segmentation algorithm, can lead to deriving wrong conclusions from experiments [5] . To solve the task of separating nuclear instances in aggregations, post-processing steps are usually applied to an initial nucleus segmentation. Two main approaches are commonly used: image over-segmentation with subsequently applied region merging or image undersegmentation with subsequently applied splitting of aggregations. Usually, post-processing steps rely on morphological or intensity based features derived from segmented objects. These features are used to identify over-and under-segmented objects and to guide the separation or merging process.
Still, nuclear segmentation algorithms frequently fail to segment nuclear instances due to the following reasons:
• Epifluorescent microscopic images are blurry caused by out-of-focus light, leading to aggregations if nuclei are located in spatially close neighborhoods.
• Nuclei, in dense tissue sections are frequently aggregated and/or overlapped and present arbitrary convex or even concave shapes due to 2D representations of 3D specimens, aggrevating the use of morphological based features for applying post-processing operations.
• Bone marrow cytospins and tumor touch imprints show aggregated nuclei of different cell types that occassionally show heterogeneus nuclear intensities, preventing the use of intensity based features for applying post-processing operations. Figure 1 shows an example of images highly challenging human experts as well as automated nuclear image segmentation methods on separating each nucleus instance. To the best of our knowledge, there is no algorithm published that solves an instance aware segmentation of nuclei on fluorescent images of various tissue origins, sample preparation types and magnifications, further called sample conditions. This might be based on two reasons: 1. Post-processing operations are usually based on parameters that are optimized to a certain sample condition. This hampers the overall aim to obtain a satisfactory segmentation performance on nuclear images across varying sample conditions. 2. Expert-annotated fluorescent nuclear image datasets that cover a broad range of sample conditions and that can be used to train machinelearning based algorithms were not available. Hence, we recently published an expert-annotated dataset consisting of fluorescent nuclear images and annotations of various tissue origins and sample preparation types, acquired using different levels of magnification [6] . We hypothesize that by training deep learning based image segmentation architectures using this dataset, they can learn to accurately segment nuclear instances in challenging images across varying sample conditions. 
A. Contributions
We developed and applied a pipeline to compare the segmentation performance of multiple deep learning architectures trained using the aforementioned expert-annotated dataset. In combination with a novel strategy developed to extend the dataset by artificially generating images, we demonstrate that nuclear images of different tissue origins and sample preparation types can be segmented with a satisfactory segmentation performance, without the need to apply specific postprocessing operations that are optimized to fit a specific sample condition. Moreover, we provide evidence that multiple factors influence the segmentation performance including the quality of dataset annotations, image scales, image segmentation challenge levels, sample preparation types and the framework used.
RELATED WORK
We briefly describe deep learning based segmentation approaches targeting brightfield nuclear images. We outline the difference to fluorescence images and describe deep learning based approaches operating on fluorescence nuclear images. Moreover, we describe recently published data augmentation strategies and methods generating synthetic images to extend nuclear image datasets. The most popular nuclear segmentation algorithms designed until deep learning (DL) architectures gained importance are based on the watershed algorithm, region growing, level-set or active contour methods (for a comprehensive overview see [7] ).
Deep learning based methods to segment nuclear images of H&E and IHC stained samples Recent work showed that Deep Convolutional Neural Networks (DCNN) outperformed most standard methods applied in computer vision tasks such as image classification or segmentation by a large margin [8] , [9] . Feature representations are learned by supervised training such that they do not have to be designed and tuned manually to fit a given problem. DCNNs have to be trained using large datasets to adjust the parameters of each network layer targeting the minimization of a loss function. In biomedical sciences, large annotated datasets are usually not available, and thus networks were designed to enable learning from small datasets. Ronneberger et al. proposed a network structure called U-Net focusing on an application to biomedical image segmentation problems providing only small datasets [10] . Cui et al. [11] use a modified U-Net structure to segment H&E slides of challenging tissue sections. Recently, annotated datasets of H&E and IHC stained samples are publicly available. This led to the development of new deep learning based architectures to segment challenging nuclear images of H&E or IHC stained tissue sections [11] , [12] , [13] . Naylor et al. [14] use and compare CNN architectures (FCN, U-Net, Mask R-CNN) for segmenting H&E stained histological slides. They formulate the segmentation problem as a regression task, leading to a prediction of the distance-transform of the binarized image.
Deep learning based methods to segment immunofluorescence based nuclear images
In contrast to annotated H&E or IHC stained nuclear image datasets, only a limited number of annotated fluorescence nuclear images can be obtained publicly. Moreover, they do not cover images of tissue sections or varying sample preparation types. As deep learning based segmentation methods rely on annotated datasets, there are no methods published that build upon deep learning approaches to segment nuclear images of immunofluorescent stained tissue specimens. To the best of our knowledge there is only one publication available presenting a deep learning based approach to segment nuclear images of samples of arbitrary tissue origin and staining types. Alom et al. [13] [15] compare a U-Net and the DeepCell architecture [16] evaluated on images of the BBBC022 dataset as part of the Broad Bioimage Benchmark Collection, a dataset consisting of nuclear images of cells grown on microscopy slides. Ho et al. [17] use a SegNet architecture [18] to segment 3D image stacks of rat kidney tissue. Images of lung carcinoma cells grown on slides and images from the BBBC022 dataset were used to evaluate a FCN network structure by Sadanandan et al. [19] .
Data augmentation and artificial image synthesis
Data augmentation techniques can substantially improve the prediction performance of deep neural networks [20] . On biomedical image segmentation tasks, data augmentation was introduced by Ronneberger et al. [10] in 2014. Recently, Cui et al. showed the benefit of data augmentation in nuclear segmentation of H&E stained histopathological samples [11] . Despite the value of data augmentation techniques applied to deep learning training sets, IF based imaging is subject to multiple parameters not addressed by data augmentation techniques. Parameters include varying image integration time and varying quality and intensity of a given immuno-staining signal. Weak signals have to be captured with higher integration time to ensure an acceptable dynamic range of the resulting images, leading to an overall increased background intensity and thus, a low signal-to-noise ratio. Moreover, the intensity of nuclei can vary within an observed field of view (FOV), depending on the amount of DNA, the intactness of a cell and whether a nucleus is in focus or not. These variation in the appearance of nuclei is not reflected by standard data augmentation techniques that purely apply transformations (flipping, cropping, rotation, elastic deformations, intensity variations, shifting and more) on training set images. To allow for a better generalization performance in fluorescence image nuclei segmentation, the use of synthetic datasets was proposed. Russell et al. [21] created simulated images by modeling nuclear shape and fluorescence image characteristics by overlaying the image with Gaussian noise and blurring the image. Hou et al. [22] proposed a pipeline using real image patches from histo-pathological images to create artificial image patches. First, they segmented all nuclei of an image patch and removed them from the patch to create a nucleus-free patch. Then, they created artificial nuclei utilizing randomly shaped polygons, sampled from a predefined distribution, and placed them on the nucleus-free patch. Finally, they used a neural network called refiner CNN trying to match the image with a reference style obtained from original nuclear images. By segmenting ground truth images and by providing segmentation performance as feedback to the synthetic patch generator, they forced the generator to provide samples challenging the segmentation network. Mahmood et al. [12] used a dual Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) that learns to transform masks, including polygons, to synthetic histopathological patches.
EVALUATION OF DEEP LEARNING ARCHITECTURES FOR
IMMUNO-FLUORESCENCE BASED NUCLEAR IMAGE SEGMENTATION
We compare the segmentation performance of three wellestablished architectures and one modification thereof trained to segment nuclear images of immunofluorescently stained samples. The architectures can be divided into two categories: convolutional neural networks (CNNs) (U-Net [10] , U-Net with a ResNet34 backbone (U-Net ResNet) and DeepCell [16] ) and a CNN with an attached region proposal and segmentation network (Mask R-CNN [23] ).
U-Net: Similar to autoencoder networks, the U-Net architecture consists of an encoder CNN (contracting path) coupled with a decoder CNN (expansive path) forming a U-like shape. Additional skip-connections between different layers in the down-and up-sampling part of the network are introduced. This strategy allows to preserve spatial information and image details that would otherwise get lost during the down sampling process. We use a theano/lasagne based implementation of the U-Net.
U-Net ResNet: The network depth is crucial for image classification and segmentation tasks. An increasing feature representation depth using more feature encoding layers leads to better classification-and segmentation accuracies [24] , [25] . When substituting the deconvolution part of the U-Net architecture by a deeper network structure and by using pretrained weights from e. g. the ImageNet dataset [8] , one could expect to increase segmentation accuracy. Therefore, we use a U-Net architecture where the feature encoding part, called the "backbone", was substituted by a ResNet34 [24] architecture, using 34 layers for feature encoding but keeping the skipconnections to ensure spatial resolution for the up-sampling part of the architecture. We use an available keras/tensorflow implementation 1 , but changed the loss function to implement the weighted cross-entropy loss setting a higher loss to nuclear borders as suggested by the U-Net authors [10] .
Mask R-CNN: Mask R-CNN was designed to solve instance aware semantic segmentation problems. The architecture builds upon the Faster Region-based CNN (R-CNN) approach [26] by predicting object masks in parallel to classification of objects in bounding boxes [23] . Thus, unlike the behaviour of DCNNs, Mask R-CNN does not provide a pixel to pixel mapping but rather splits the problem of image segmentation into region detection and subsequent classification and segmentation of region proposals. By focusing on region proposals using coarse spatial quantitation for feature extraction, candidate regions can be extracted with high accuracy. Moreover, constraining the image segmentation to regions within locally extracted bounding boxes may lead to an increased segmentation accuracy when compared to conventional DCNN outputs. We use an available keras/tensorflow implementation of Mask R-CNN 2 . DeepCell: VanValen et al. [16] proposed a DCNN (DeepCell) for cell nuclei segmentation in phase microscopy images of E. coli., fluorescent images of mammalian cell nuclei and phase contrast images. In general a windowing approach is used to generate training candidate images out of the full images, where the window size roughly corresponds to the cell size. A Theano implementation 3 of DeepCell is publicly available.
Dataset description
We use a recently published dataset [6] consisting of 53 images of IF stained nuclei images containing 3426 nuclei in total. The images are from human ganglioneuroma (GN) tumors (5 images/1807 nuclei), human neuroblastoma (NB) (16 images/700 nuclei) and a human keratinocyte cell line (HaCaT) (32 images/919 nuclei). Among those are GN tissue cryosections (5 images/1807 nuclei), HaCaT cell line cytospin preparations (20 images/645 nuclei), HaCaT cells grown on slide (12 images/274 nuclei), NB bone marrow cytospin preparations (8 images/390 nuclei) and NB touch imprints (8 images/310 nuclei). Automated image acquisition was done using an Axioplan II epifluorescence microscope (Zeiss) equipped with a motorized stage (Maerzhaeuser, Germany) using the Metafer Software (V 3.8.6., Metasystems, Germany). HaCaT and NB samples were acquired with a 63x magnifying objective whereas ganglioneuroma samples were acquired using a 10x magnifying objective. Trained undergraduate students created nuclear label masks using a recently developed machine learning framework [27] . They annotated all images except two. This dataset forms the silver-standard dataset. The two images, derived from NB touch imprints and presenting highly aggregated nuclei, were annotated by an expert using Adobe Illustrator. They were added to the dataset at a later stage to complete it for evaluation of architectures on this type of sample preparation. All annotated images were then carefully curated by a biology expert under the supervision of a pathologist and sent to an external pathologist for review. Finally, all reviewed cases were discussed and nuclear label masks were curated accordingly. The final dataset is denoted as gold-standard annotations. Furthermore, we rated each of the images with a score representing a subjective challenge for separating each instance of a nucleus ranging from 1 (almost no challenge) up to 3 (highly challenging image presenting densely packed and aggregated nuclei and/or weakly presented nuclei and/or nuclei with unusual morphology), allowing inbetween scores (1-2 and 2-3). The score was set by three experts and, a mean was calculated and rounded to represent one of the three classes.
When training undergraduate students in creating silverstandard annotations, experts guided them to annotate only intact nuclei or nuclei where more than 50% of the nucleus 2 https://github.com/matterport/Mask RCNN 3 https://github.com/CovertLab/DeepCell Fig. 2 . Examples of all types of preparations/specimen including a comparison between silver-standard and gold-standard annotations. Green arrows indicate differences between silver-standard and gold-standard annotations is visible, as occurs at image borders. Moreover, they were guided to not annotate nuclei with low intensities as such objects would anyhow be excluded from a quantitative analysis of IF signals. Nevertheless, experiments showed that segmentation results of a U-Net trained with the silver-standard dataset were not satisfying. Thus, we decided to include and annotate all visible and intact nuclei in gold-standard annotations. Examples of all types of preparations/specimens including a comparison between silver-standard and goldstandard annotations are given in Figure 2 4 . The green arrows depicted in Figure 2 indicate differences between silver-and gold-standard annotations. It can be observed that nuclei with weak intensity and nuclei partially present at image borders are annotated in the gold-standard annotations when compared to the silver-standard annotations, leading to an increased number of annotated nuclei especially in GN tissue cryosections.
Artificial image generation
We evaluate the influence of adding artificially generated images to the training and validation set on segmentation performance. In contrast to Hou et al. [22] , we do not create artificial nuclei and place them on nuclei-free background patches, we rather create artificial images by modelling a realistic background and by placing cropped and augmented nuclei on this artificially created background. Therefore, we can create artificial images using individually augmented nuclei, addressing the varying nuclei intensities. Moreover, as discussed in the introduction, the overall aim of IF based nuclear image segmentation within this work is to separate each nucleus to ensure instance aware segmentation. Thus, we use a strategy to create artificial images with highly overlapping nuclei, forcing the deep learning architectures trained on these images to learn how to split aggregated nuclei. The strategy to create artificial images is as follows: we randomly select an annotated natural image and the corresponding annotation mask from one of the datasets given a certain tissue origin/diagnosis. By dilating the foreground regions of the binarized annotation mask using a circle-shaped structuring element of size 15, pixels with values higher than the mean background intensity, occurring due to blurred nuclei, are included. When inverting the resulting mask, only the region of pixels representing the background signal is covered. We now iteratively sample the intensity values of random pixels from this region and assign them to one of the pixels of an empty image patch. This is done until all pixels of the respective image patch are set. Thus, the background pixel value distribution of the created image patch roughly matches the one of the original image. Subsequently, we use arbitrary nuclei cropped from the annotated image, transform them by rotation, translation, elastic deformation, intensity variation and combinations of those operations. The transformed, cropped nuclei are then placed at crossing positions of a grid virtually overlaid with the image patch, including a randomly added offset in x-and y-direction. The maximum offset value depicts the probability of a nucleus to overlap with a neighbor nucleus placed on the grid. The larger the offset, the higher the probability to overlap with a neighbor nucleus. For each crossing position on the grid, we randomly decide if the object shall be placed or not. If a nucleus to be inserted overlaps another nucleus already present, we randomly decide if the overlapping part of the nucleus replaces the overlapping part of the formerly present nucleus, or if the part is added to the part of the formerly present nucleus multiplied with a constant value between 0 and 1 to imitate overlap. Thus, we can simulate aggregating and overlapping nuclei. The same augmentation and placement is done for cropped nuclear masks, placed on a new image mask patch, except that placed nuclei masks always replace overlapping parts of existing nuclei masks as we do not model masks with fuzzy annotations.
Finally, we obtain a nuclear and a mask image. The first contains random nuclei augmented with arbitrary image transformation strategies. The latter contains labeled objects that were placed on the very same positions as the nuclei in the nuclear image.
Nevertheless, we observed that training DL architectures using such artificially generated images does not lead to better segmentation results. This may be due to the fact that nuclei naturally showing blurred borders in IF images do not show those when cropped, transformed and placed on new image patches, guiding the network to learn features differently from natural image features. To overcome this issue, we trained an image-to-image translation GAN [28] called pix2pix to learn the transformation of artificially generated images into natural-like images. The GAN is trained on pairs of natural and artificial images, where nuclei are cropped from natural image patches and placed at the very same position on a new image patch 5 . By training the network on these paired images, the network is forced to learn the implicit transformation of artificial to natural-like images. The final workflow to create natural-like artificial images is depicted in Figure 3 . Fig. 3 . Generation of natural-like artificial image patches. A. Nuclei and respective mask objects of a training image patch are collected and B. cropped from the raw nuclei image respective mask. C. Each nucleus patch is arbitrarily augmented using rotation, intensity variation, elastic deformation, flipping, etc. The same morphological transformations are applied to the mask patch. D. We create a new image patch and set the background pixels sampled from the original raw image background. Subsequently, we place nuclei at certain positions induced by a grid sized 3x3, 5x5, etc. For each position on the grid, we randomly decide if a nucleus shall be placed there and if so, we add a random offset, where the maximum offset indicates the probability to overlap with neighbor nuclei. The same placement is performed for mask objects on a new mask patch. Finally, a GAN is used to transform the artificial image into a natural-like image. This is done for each dataset independently. E. Randomly created patches. Upper row: images were scaled such that all nuclei have the same mean size. Lower row: no scaling was applied. First two columns: artificial/natural-like HaCaT image. Third and fourth column: artificial/natural-like neuroblastoma image. Last two columns: artificial/natural-like ganglioneuroma image.
Pipeline for architecture comparison
To evaluate the potential of state-of-the-art architectures to segment nuclear images across various tissue origins and 6 sample preparation types without the need to apply sample specific post-processing steps, we set up a pipeline to enable an objective comparison. The code is publicly available 6 . The pipeline as illustrated in Figure 4 operates as follows. We split the annotated gold-standard dataset into training, validation and test set, for all of the three different tissue origins (HaCaT cellline, NB tumor, GN tumor) separately. We do not consider the different preparation types applied to the imaged samples for architecture training, but we split the dataset such that at least one image of each sample preparation type is contained in the training, validation and test set. All images of these datasets are further called natural images, in contrast to natural-like artificial images that result from artificial image synthesis. We set the input layer size of all deep learning architectures to the size 256x256 7 . To prepare the dataset to fit the given input layer size, we apply a tiling strategy to the dataset images as proposed by Ronneberger et al. [10] in order to obtain image patches sized 256x256. By using this strategy we observe the following benefits: 1) The training and validation set images are extended. 2) Overlapping tiles prevent artifacts at tile borders when reconstructing final network predictions after network inference on the test set image tiles. Moreover, we rescale the natural images such that nuclei are equally mean-sized across all images as we want to evaluate the impact of rescaling images on the segmentation performance. To rescale images, the mean nuclear size of an image was calculated based on the mean size of all nuclear mask objects within the corresponding mask image. Subsequently, all images and masks were resized such that nuclei have the same mean size per image across all images. In addition to the natural images of the training and validation set, we create artificial images of size 256x256 as described in Section Artificial image generation and add them to the training-or validation set, respectively. As we aim to additionally compare the segmentation performance for all architectures between silver-standard and gold-standard training sets, we apply the same steps except for generating artificial images to the silver-standard dataset.
We then train all architectures four times using
• the non-scaled natural images of the gold-standard training set • the scaled natural images of the gold-standard training set containing equally mean-sized nuclei across images • the scaled natural images of the silver-standard training set containing equally mean-sized nuclei across images • the scaled natural and equally scaled natural-like artificial images of the gold-standard training set After network inference on the test set patches, the patches are reassembled and rescaled to fit the original image size. Thus, prediction results can be compared across all architectures. The output of the tested networks differs: while CNNs, utilized for image segmentation, result in a probability map, Mask R-CNN inference result in object masks, one mask for each detected object. We threshold the resulting, reassembled probability maps of the purely convolutional architectures by a value of 0.5 to obtain binary masks and label them to obtain the labeled object masks 8 . For reassembled Mask R-CNN predictions, we label each object and add it to a new image mask to obtain the final labeled object mask. The only post-processing step we apply is to remove small artifacts that do not fit the size of nuclei, where the threshold depends on the image magnification. This post-processing is independent of shape or intensity-based features and is not specifc to a certain sample preparation type or tissue type. Contours of predicted objects can slightly vary between the U-Net and the other architectures. This is because the U-Net architecture is trained with binary images where all pixels are weighted in addition, whereas DeepCell and Mask R-CNN are trained with labeled masks. To force the U-Net architecture to learn how to split nuclear aggregations, highest weights are set for regions between touching nuclei. To transform originally labeled masks into binary masks where nuclear borders are represented as background pixels, nuclear objects within masks have to be shrunk by a morphological erosion operation. Thus, segmented objects predicted by the U-Net architecture are systematically smaller than objects predicted by Mask R-CNN or DeepCell, influencing pixel-level evaluation scores. This does not depict a problem as we focus the evaluation on instance aware segmentation results rather than on observing exact matches between predicted objects and groundtruth.
EVALUATION METRICS Most authors provide object-level as well as pixel-level metrics to evaluate nuclear segmentation methods. To overcome the problem of choosing the right class of metrics, Kumar et al. [29] proposed a combined metric, the Aggregated Jaccard Index (AJI), taking object-and pixel-level errors into account. The AJI is prominently used in recent publications, see [14] , [30] , [12] for examples. The disadvantage of using this combined metric is that it is not obvious if pixel or objectlevel errors contribute to a low AJI score. We focus our research aims on quantification of nuclear bound antibody/Flourescence in situ hybridisation signals for subsequent classification of cellular types and comparison of multiple experimental conditions. Therefore, we evaluate all architectures using the object-level metrics precision and recall and provide US rate and the AJI score in addition. We consider a ground truth object to be detected if more than 50% of the groundtruth object's pixels are covered by predictions, and assign it as FN otherwise. We count a ground truth object as TP, if it is overlapped by exactly one predicted object with a JI between ground truth object and predicted object of greater than 0.5. Predicted objects only touching a part of the object would count as FP. If more than one predicted object overlaps the ground truth object such that the overlapping area covers more than 50% of the predicted object's area, the ground truth object is considered as OS. An object is classified as FP, if it overlaps with the ground truth for less than 50% 9 . If more than one ground truth object overlaps the predicted object such that the overlapping area covers more than 50% of the ground truth object's area, the ground truth objects overlapped by the prediction are classified as US. We report US as the ratio between the number of under-segmented nuclei and the number of ground truth objects.
RESULTS
Segmentation performance of deep learning architectures depends on their design and on several additional factors such as the size of the dataset and the architectures' hyperparameters. To evaluate the influence of additional conditions such as different tissue origins, preparation types, annotation quality, nuclear scales, artificial images and varying segmentation complexity levels, we fixed the hyperparameters of all architectures 10 and trained them with the images generated at these conditions. We report object level metrics, namely precision, recall and US 11 . We do not report OS since there is almost no OS occurring. In this work, we focus on instance aware segmentation results rather than on observing exact matches between predicted objects and ground truth. As discussed in the previous section, pixel-level metrics are 9 Examples of possible cases of ground truth objects and predictions are illustrated in Suppl. Figure 3 10 see Suppl. Table 2 11 Qualitative results are presented in Suppl. Figure 4 not reliable to compare between architectures in this study. Nonetheless, we report the AJI score to show a comparison between the aforementioned differing sample conditions on the same architecture.
B. The influence of scaling
We observed that image segmentation using small multiscale image datasets (multi-levels of magnification) can lead to inaccurate segmentation results. This is because in fluorescence nuclear images, nuclei acquired using a 10x magnifying objective can have similar shape and texture as spot-like inclusions in nuclei acquired using a 63x magnifying objective. We hypothesize that rescaling all images such that the mean nuclear size is equal across all images will lead to better segmentation results. The influence of scaling vs. non-scaling is presented in Table I Rescaling all images to the same mean nuclei size leads to an increased recall and precision using the U-Net and the Mask R-CNN architecture, whereas the U-Net with ResNet34 backbone and the DeepCell architecture metrics are slightly worse. US decreases for all architectures except for DeepCell. The AJI score slightly decreases for all architectures except for the U-Net when using scaled images.
C. Silver vs. gold-standard training
As discussed in Section Dataset description, two types of annotated datasets were generated: silver and gold-standard annotations. We trained all architectures on both datasets using scaled images. The results are presented in Table II The results show an improved precision for all architectures except for DeepCell when trained on gold-standard images. Recall only increases for the U-Net and U-Net ResNet34 architectures, but decreases for Mask R-CNN and DeepCell. Taking into account pixel and object-level comparison by considering the AJI score, except for the DeepCell architecture an overall improvement is achieved when training on goldstandard images.
D. Performance on cells of different specimens
We analyze the segmentation performance of all architectures trained on natural scaled nuclei images of three different specimens: HaCaT cell line, neuroblastoma and ganglioneuroma patient samples. To test for the influence of artificially created image data, we additionally trained all architectures on a combination of scaled natural and artificial images. Evaluation metrics using scaled natural images and the combination of scaled natural and artificial images are presented in Table  III . Precision and recall for all training sets are visualized in Figure 5 including the results on non-scaled images for comparison. The results show that the segmentation performance differs between specimens. The benefit of using artificial image data depends on the architecture used. Overall, segmentation of HaCaT cells leads to best recall and precision scores. Mask R-CNN almost always achieves a higher recall than the other architectures, whereas DeepCell achieves lowest overall scores. Furthermore, adding artificial training data leads to an increased recall in HaCaT and neuroblastoma images, whereas recall decreases for the U-Net. Precision is not affected by adding artificial images for HaCaT cells, decreases for ganglioneuroma samples and varies among architectures in neuroblastoma samples. Scaled images lead to an overall higher recall and precision when compared to non-scaled images across all specimens, except when using the DeepCell architecture. The benefit of adding artificial image data is highest for the U-Net Resnet34 architecture, where recall and precision improve in all specimens.
E. Performance on different types of preparation
We analyze the segmentation performance of all architectures on five different types of sample preparation: bone marrow cytospins, cell line cytospins, cells grown on slide, tumor touch imprints and tissue cryosections. To show the benefit of artificially created image data, we trained all architectures on natural and additionally on a combination of natural and artificial images. The results are presented in Table  IV . Precision and recall are visualized in Figure 6 including the results for non-scaled images for comparison. TABLE IV  EVALUATION ON DIFFERENT TYPES OF PREPARATIONS, TRAINED USING  SCALED IMAGES OF THE GOLD-STANDARD TRAINING SET. RESULTS FOR   TISSUE CRYOSECTIONS ARE SIMILAR TO GANGLIONEUROMA RESULTS   (SEE TABLE III) . Mask R-CNN achieves the best overall precision and recall values, whereas Deep cell achieves lowest overall scores.
While grown and cytospinned cell lines can be segmented with high precision and recall, tissue cryosections and bone marrow cytospins are most challenging to segment. This is based on the observation that those preparation methods contain a lot of aggregated cells, challenging the architectures to separate those. Using Mask R-CNN, the use of artificial image data leads to an increased recall but decrease in precision, whereas using the U-Net with ResNet34 backbone trained on scaled natural and artificial image data leads to an increase in recall and precision in bone marrow cytospins and cell line cytospins.
F. Influence on different segmentation challenge levels
We observed a variation of segmentation performance between different architectures, different specimens and image scaling. To give an objective rating of architecture recommendation, we aimed at removing the varying parameters. To do so, we created a classification reflecting the level of challenge to segment an image as described in Section Dataset description. The results are shown in Table V Images presenting low challenge for instance aware segmentation achieve the highest scores as expected, whereas highly challenging images achieve the lowest scores except for DeepCell achieving the lowest scores for medium challenging images. Mask R-CNN achieves the best overall recall scores. The use of artificial images is of highest benefit for the U-Net ResNet. For medium challenging images, Mask R-CNN recall and precision scores are increased with artificial training data, whereas precision is decreased for highly challenging images.
DISCUSSION
Quantitative image analysis using deep learning based segmentation approaches enables researchers to detect even subtle biological effects if the utilized segmentation architectures allow for an instance aware nuclear segmentation with high accuracy. We compared and evaluated the segmentation performance of four deep learning architectures, trained and tested on fluorescent nuclear images of different specimen, sample preparation types, annotation quality, image scales and segmentation complexity levels. Results demonstrate that rescaling images to obtain equally mean-sized nuclei across images increases precision and recall scores. We hypothesize that using images at the same scale level reduces the segmentation complexity, as architectures are no longer forced to learn image features along multiple scale levels. The influence of ground truth annotation quality is expressed by the precision score: carefully annotated, consistent annotations increase the precision, whereas the influence on recall depends on the architecture used. When comparing different specimens and types of preparation, Mask R-CNN overall performs the best by a large margin, whereas DeepCell performs the worst. Mask R-CNN's architecture design to separate object detection and object segmentation results in high precision and recall scores, independent of the specimen analyzed or the type of preparation. The advantage of using artificial training data can be observed especially in the case of HaCaT and neuroblastoma specimen segmentation. The impact is highest for segmenting bone marrow cytospin images, whereas a negative effect appears when segmenting ganglioneuroma tissue cryosections. This might be either due to the 10x image magnification used for capturing the tissue cryosections, the preparation of tissue cryosections or the complex morphology of the cells present in sections in general. Low magnification, however, leads to decreased texture details, which is known to be an issue in ImageNet pre-trained CNNs [31] . When analyzing the results for the different levels of segmentation challenge, it can be observed that the use of artificial images is most beneficial for medium challenging images. One explanation of this effect is that these images are captured with a 63x magnifying objective presenting detailed texture, high variation of nuclei intensities and also highly aggregated or overlapping nuclei. The added benefit when using artificial images is expected as these conditions are best simulated by the artificial training data generated. In low challenging images, nuclei are not aggregated, thus artificial images cannot contribute to increasing the segmentation performance.
CONCLUSION
Fluorescent nuclear images across different tissue origins, sample preparation types and image magnification, can be segmented by three out of the four evaluated deep learning architectures (U-Net, U-Net ResNet, Mask R-CNN) with a satisfactory segmentation performance. Moreover, we provide evidence that the segmentation performance is dependent on the following factors: 1. The type of framework used. Mask R-CNN outperforms all other frameworks when evaluated across images of all types of tissue origin and sample preparation. 2. The type of sample preparation used. Cell line cytospins and cell lines grown on microscopy glass slides can be segmented with highest precision and recall, tissue cryosections with the lowest. 3. The quality of the annotated dataset. The more accurate the nuclear annotations are, the higher precision and recall are. An exception is depicted by Mask R-CNN, which is less sensitive to inaccurate nuclear annotations. 3. The use of artificially created images and annotations. We show that by extending the dataset with artificially created images and masks, evaluation scores increase, except for nuclear images of tissue cryosections. 4. Rescaling of nuclear images. We discovered that by rescaling nuclear images and masks to the same mean nuclear size across all images, evaluation metric values increase. 5. The complexity of a nuclear image depicted by the grade of nuclei overlap/nuclear aggregation and the variance of staining intensity. Images presenting low segmentation complexity can by segmented with high precision and recall. For images presenting medium-and high segmentation complexity, precision and recall depend on the architecture used and on the use of artificial images. Considering the recent revival and importance of single cell analysis in biomedical research, this work has the potential to improve the accuracy and enable broad application of fluorescence microscopy based image analysis workflows. First, all images are rescaled to have the same mean nuclei size across all images. Rescaled images are cropped into tiles using an overlap to avoid artifacts on the borders upon reconstruction. For each tile, segmentation prediction is inferred resulting in a probability map for each tile. After reassembling the predicted tiles, the predicted image is rescald, thresholded and labeled. Finally, small artifacts are removed based on a size threshold . The right ground truth object is counted as TP because it is covered by exactly one prediction with a Jaccard Index (JI) of greater than 0.5, while the second prediction touching the ground truth object is not covered by the ground truth object for greater than 50%. The left object has a JI with the overlapping prediction of smaller than 0.5 and therefore accounts as FN. N: One FN and three FP. No OS since the two small predicted objects overlapped by the ground truth with more than 50% do not cover the ground truth object for more than 50% Fig. 4 . Qualitative segmentation results on one bone marrow cytospin showing high nuclei density taken from the gold-standard test set. The first row depicts the raw image, the curated ground truth as well as the raw image overlayed with cell contours. Row two to five depict the instance segmentation results for all evaluated architectures. The columns represent the utilized training datasets: non-scaled natural, scaled natural and a combination of scaled natural and artificial images.
